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Foreword

All over the world democracies 
are struggling to cope. Many of 
their citizens increasingly see the 
future as something to be afraid 
of and want to take refuge in the 
past. Many have lost confidence 
that their children will be better off 
than them. At the same time many 
governments are weak – lacking 
strong electoral support – and 
fiscally fragile. As a result, even 
more than usual, governments are 
tending to avoid the hard choices.

As this guide shows, however, there are many 
tools available which can make it easier to forge 
a consensus on actions now that may have a 
big impact in the long-run. These many methods 
mobilise far larger numbers of people in thinking 
about the future – rather than relying just on 

professionals and experts. In this sense they are 
a good counterweight to two very damaging 
trends.

The first of these is fatalism – the assumption 
that we are no more than victims of decisions 
made elsewhere, and usually against our 
interests. The second is the elite futurism that 
colonises the future for just one set of interests, 
usually either rooted in business (like the many 
commercial visions of smart cities) or in Silicon 
Valley (through organisations like the Singularity 
University) or in the interests of big government.

The alternative is to open up and democratise 
the future. That can be done through exercises 
that are authorised by leaders – and given 
a formal remit to feed into decision-making 
whether by Mayors or Ministers and Presidents. 
Other exercises are much more informal, bottom- 
up, and designed to create a body of opinion, 
and again there are many examples. 

Some participatory futures exercises try to be 
very broad, mapping out the options for a whole 
society, and seeing the connections between 
things (for example, between food, energy, city 
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designs and lifestyles). Others by contrast are 
more granular dealing with specific issues.

I’ve had the good fortune to be involved with 
quite a few of these exercises – from running 
complex scenarios out of the UK government 
on the future of fishing, which involved the 
communities and interests most likely to be 
affected, to the ambitious Australia 2020 project, 
which mobilised schools and newspapers across 
the country to think together about issues such 
as water, climate change and ageing.

They left me convinced that healthy democracies 
should open up engagement with the future just 
as they should be open about the dilemmas of 
the present. 

But how is this best done? One important 
message is to be honest about uncertainty. 
No-one knows what the world will be like in ten 
or twenty years time, so we can all be equal, 
and humble, in the face of uncertainty. Another 
important message is that it’s generally best 
to separate out different phases of thought, 
starting off with shared diagnosis of the key 
facts, trends and problems, and only then moving 

on to consider possible solutions. Most everyday 
politics does the opposite, which greatly inhibits 
necessary change, since people react negatively 
to possible solutions before they have adequately 
engaged with understanding of the problems. 
Finally, a third lesson is that all exercises of this 
kind need to be thought of as a loop – one that 
stretches out from the present into the future, 
but then ultimately loops back to influence the 
decisions we take now.

As the guide shows all of this needs to be 
carefully curated. It takes time to understand, 
imagine and feel the shape of possible futures. 
But I’m not aware of any plausible alternatives 
if we want to bring people along with tough 
choices – on issues like climate change, ageing 
or refugees. Indeed without more use of 
methods like these, it’s highly likely the future 
will remain blocked. Without more serious use of 
participatory futures methods, too many of our 
most powerful institutions risk being trapped in 
an eternal present, unable to describe, let alone 
act on, the challenges that matter most.

Geoff Mulgan 

Chief Executive,  
Nesta
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Executive summary 

Why we don’t think about the future 

From the news cycle to the political term, the 
quarterly shareholder report to the Twitter storm, 
the salience of the present makes it hard for us 
as individuals and institutions to think beyond 
the immediate. A survey by the Institute for the 
Future found that thinking about the future is not 
a habit people come by easily or practice often. 
More than half of Americans said they rarely 
or never think about the ‘far future’, described 
as something that might happen 30 years from 
today, while 32 per cent said it never crosses their 
mind at all.1 This lack of foresight is compounded 
by our propensity to succumb to ‘present bias’ 
– favouring short-term payoffs over longer term 
benefits or rewards.2 

Why short-termism leads to poor 
decisions 

We are currently stuck on how to solve many of 
our most complex problems, whether its climate 
change or ageing populations. A common 
denominator is that the benefits of actions taken 
today may only be felt by future generations 
who we may never meet, while simultaneously 
imposing costs on us here in the present. Few 
politicians or societies have found effective 
ways to navigate this dichotomy well. It has 
contributed to our epidemic of short-termism, 
and the avoidance difficult decisions. Conversely, 

for those working in science and technology, it 
has meant forging ahead with developing novel 
techniques because we can, but without always 
enough debate to consider whether we should. A 
broad range of researchers, artists, technologists 
and philosophers are now converging on the idea 
that short-termism may be the greatest threat 
our species is facing this century.3 

Engaging more people in thinking 
about the future will lead to better 
decisions

Currently, the ability to think long-term 
about the future and the capacity to shape 
it is grossly imbalanced. It is dominated by 
experts in technology companies and other 
large businesses, academia, consultancies and 
government foresight teams. But to unblock 
decision-making on complex challenges and 
ensure the benefits of emerging technologies 
are spread more widely, we must redress this 
imbalance. Engaging more citizens in shaping 
the future will lead to better policy-making, more 
effective socialisation of emerging technologies, 
and greater legitimacy for hard decisions, as 
well as creating the constituencies for long-
term change that can survive political and news 
cycles. We believe the places that tap into the 
collective intelligence of communities will thrive 
in the 21st century. The places that do not will be 
trapped by outdated thinking and practice. 
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Participatory futures help people 
diagnose change and develop 
collective images of the futures they 
want 

Participatory futures are a range of approaches 
that can help unblock decision-making and 
action on contentious, long-term challenges 
by involving citizens in exploring or shaping 
potential futures. They build collective 
intelligence about the future by helping people 
to diagnose change over the long-term, draw 
out knowledge and ideas about how the future 
could be, and develop collective mental images 
of the futures people want. Participatory futures 
exercises aim to democratise and encourage 
long-term thinking, with a goal to inform 
collective actions in the present. There are five 
key roles participatory futures exercises can play 
within more traditional strategy and decision-
making processes. They are: mapping horizons, 
creating purpose, charting pathways, acting 
together and testing ideas. One of the keys 
to success is the ability to separate diagnosis 
of issues, where people collectively make 
sense of the facts and their implications, from 
prescription, where pathways and solutions for 
change are developed or tested. 

We need to move beyond citizens’ 
assemblies and traditional public 
engagement 

Bringing citizens together to think about 
the future is not new but emerging digital 
technologies and the involvement of new players 
like artists, designers, psychologists and game-
makers allow people to be involved at scale in 
new ways. We have grouped these approaches 
into five categories: play, sense, immerse, create, 
deliberate. What’s more, advances in brain 
science are beginning to show the limitations of 
only engaging people to think about the future 
in an analytical and rational way.4 Art, embodied 
and experiential processes have a much greater 
influence on citizens, their sense of meaning, 
motivation and subsequent actions.5 This stands 
in contrast to conventional public engagement 
techniques, such as surveys and town hall 
meetings, which regularly fail to enthuse people 
to participate and can be seen as tokenistic 
rather than leading to real change. While some 
see citizens’ assemblies as a solution, they are 
unlikely to fully democratise futures thinking 
given the expense and limitations of conducting 
these at scale.
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There is no cookie cutter 
participatory futures exercise 

Commissioning participatory futures exercises 
requires careful consideration of the type of 
strategic impact desired, the level of citizen 
engagement, and the way the future or 
alternative futures are used. For practitioners’ 
too, these variables should be key to any design 
process. The flexibility of participatory futures 
approaches means they can operate across 
many countries, like Moral Machine, a game 
that involved nearly 40 million people. They 
can also be be local and place-based, like the 
online engagement on cycling in the Polish town 
of Plock, which involved a couple of hundred 
residents. They can be driven initially by the state 
or institution, like Nos Arubas 2025 that sought to 
create a vision for a Carribean island nation, or 
by the energy of individual citizens like Reclaim 
the Streets’ parties and marches, with their 
festival atmosphere. 

Better evaluation of techniques is 
needed 

Despite the opportunities offered by participatory 
futures, the evidence about these approaches 
is still limited. Engagements are often not 
evaluated or conducted in a very robust way. 
From the limited evidence that exists so far, 
we do know that the impact can potentially be 

transformational. For individuals, involvement 
in participatory futures exercises can help 
overcome anxiety about the future and lead to 
a greater sense of agency, as well as more pro-
social behaviour. For communities, they can help 
generate inclusive visions and improve social 
cohesion. For institutions they can help address 
strategic blind spots, and help rebuild trust and 
accountability. But we need more systematic 
experimentation and evaluation to build the 
evidence base. When designing projects involving 
participatory futures, commissioners should 
therefore set aside time and resources for proper 
evaluation. We provide an initial framework to 
support this. 

A call to action 

As the world struggles with increasing 
polarisation, stuck decision-making on our most 
complex challenges and emerging risks from 
new technologies, we must build the capability 
of citizens to think long-term and shape the 
futures they want for the benefit of people we 
might never live to see. We call on national 
governments, city leaders, public institutions, 
funders, and civil society to be at the forefront 
of creating more sustainable futures – by 
supporting, experimenting with and evaluating 
participatory futures techniques. We offer 
specific ideas for how this can be done through 
funding, strategy and practice. 
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As part of an initiative to 
understand how climate change 
can and might impact the 
Hawai’ian islands, the State 
Office of Planning reached out 
to the Hawai’i Research Center 
for Futures Studies to create 
scenarios for 2060. As always, a 
workshop was organised, but this 
was no ordinary event. Taking 
a participatory approach, four 
rooms at the Waikiki Marriott were 
turned into unique experiences 
from alternative futures. When you 
walked into one of the rooms, you 
were in 2060. 

In one room, you could listen to a quarterly 
report from a multinational CEO negotiating the 
purchase of one of the islands. In another, you 
sat on the floor and had to work out how you 
were going to feed everyone on the largest of the 
eight islands. In yet another scenario, dramatic 
sea level rise led residents to survive and thrive in 
underwater environments, and life could not be 
better! While this ‘transformational’ future was 
certainly designed as the most fantastical, it was, 
like all the others, based on data and research, 
including extensive interviews with scientists at 
the state’s flagship university. 

Throughout the event, participants expressed 
their gratitude for “not running another workshop” 
and “helping them feel the future.” 

Hawai’i 2060 is an example of participatory 
futures. It brought together participants from civil 
society, government, academia, and the native 
Hawai’ian community. By immersing participants 
in a set of alternatives, the exercise enabled 
discussion about a preferred future and viable 
pathways to it in the context of climate change. 

As a result of the event, in July 2012, Act 286 
was signed into law. It encourages collaboration 
and cooperation toward the mitigation of 
climate change and directly mentions protecting 
against the “loss of life, land, and property of future 
generations.”6 

Throughout this guide, we showcase a range 
of participatory futures exercises. Some larger 
than Hawai’i 2060, some much smaller. We 
demonstrate how governments, institutions and 
communities are adopting digital technologies 
and techniques borrowed from design, art 
and psychology to enable more meaningful 
conversations with citizens about the long-term. 
We explain how these approaches can be used 
to unblock decision-making and action in the 
present, and how their impact can be measured. 
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Who is the audience?

Box 1: How this guide might help different audiences

Strategy lead in local government 

“How do we create a longer-term vision for our community that all our residents can 
support?”

Technology regulator 

“How can we understand what people think is acceptable and the trade-offs they’re 
willing to make?”

Director of Economic Development 

“How can we create an ecosystem of inclusive and sustainable innovation?” 

Research and innovation funder 

“How do we make sure the social implications of new technologies and scientific 
developments are considered?”

Technology company 

“How can we optimise the benefits of this technology for society and address any 
potential negative implications?” 

CEO of civil society organisation 

“Is our vision and work aligned with the futures that people actually want?”

This guide has been created 
for early adopters in the public 
sector or civil society who might 
commission participatory futures, 
perhaps due to their involvement 
with public engagement or 
strategy. 

We also hope the guide is of interest to 
senior figures in public sector or civil society 
organisations, futures practitioners and experts, 
civil society organisations and citizens. Box 1 offers 
examples of the sort of questions this guide might 
help specific professionals address. We hope 
it is a first step to addressing the considerable 
imbalance between the capabilities of different 
institutions, such as technology companies and 
private consultancies, and citizens to think long 
term and shape the futures they want. 
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Structure of the guide

Provides a working definition of 
participatory futures. 

Outlines the need for participatory 
futures.

Describes the benefits of participatory 
futures.

Showcases the exciting variety of 
new approaches that now exist for 
engaging citizens to explore and 
shape the future. 

Helps policy-makers understand 
how participatory futures can be 
incorporated into strategy and 
decision-making, and the benefits of 
doing so. 

Encourages greater efforts and focus 
on evaluating different approaches to 
help the field mature.

Illustrates the different variables to 
be considered before designing or 
commissioning participatory futures.

Provides some practical tips based on 
experience.

Outlines our call to action

03  What are participatory futures? 

04  Why do we need participatory  
 futures? 

05  What are the benefits of   
 participatory futures? 

06  Beyond citizens’ assemblies:  
 new approaches to   
 participatory futures 

07  What role can participatory  
 futures play in decision-making?  
 
 

08  Building the evidence base for  
 participatory futures 

09  Design variables for  
 participatory futures 
 
 
10  Ten tips for success 

11  Our call to action

Section Purpose
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What are  
participatory  
futures? 

Participatory futures refers to a range of 
approaches for involving citizens in exploring 
or shaping potential futures. It aims to 
democratise and encourage long-term thinking, 
and inform collective actions in the present. 

There are three broad aims that inform the 
practice of participatory futures:

1. To democratise and encourage long-term 
thinking; shifting foresight from a traditionally 
elite occupation to a process of creating 
collective intelligence that is shared and used 
by many. 

2. To scaffold public imagination; drawing out 
knowledge and ideas about how the future 
could be, and developing collective mental 
images of the futures people want. 

3. To translate collective images of the future 
into new collective actions and behavior 
in the present. These prefigurative actions 
generate agency and offer glimpses of the 
preferred, better futures. 

Underpinning participatory futures lies the 
concept that ‘the’ future does not exist. Rather, at 
any given moment there are a range of possible 
futures, from the shorter to the longer-term, 
which can have both unwanted and preferred 
aspects. 

It also premised on the fact that most people 
underestimate how malleable these futures  
are.7, 8 Participatory futures approaches help raise 
comprehension of the future’s plasticity, and this 
becomes an important precondition for people to 
then act in new or different ways.

As a practice, participatory futures can 
be considered a crossover between public 
engagement and the field of futures studies.
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Futures studies is the systematic exploration of 
images of the future. It incorporates analysis of 
complexity and generates knowledge of long-
term changes. Although some practitioners have 
been committed to participation for decades, the 
field has tended to be dominated by experts in 
large businesses, academia, consultancies and 
government foresight teams.

Public engagement is the myriad of ways those 
in governmental or public institutions elicit 
people’s views and opinions, typically in relation 
to public services and investment. However, this 
often focuses on solving problems of the present 
rather than the future, and may occur late in 
policy-making processes after key decisions have 
already been made. 

For a long time, participatory futures methods 
relied on group workshops, interviews, and in-
person discussions – in much the same way that 
many public engagement exercises still do. In 
recent years, however, this has begun to change. 
A growing movement of artists and designers 

are creating new immersive experiences of the 
future in today’s physical world. At the same time, 
digital technologies are expanding the reach of 
futures exercises – enabling more, diverse citizens 
to play, create and participate virtually in future 
worlds, as well as generating ideas and sharing 
information about the future.

Participatory futures activities are incredibly 
diverse. From a geographical perspective, they 
can be large, engaging citizens from multiple 
countries or involving whole nations. But they can 
also be undertaken at a local level – in villages 
or city blocks – or regionally. They can be driven 
by institutions as part of a policy or strategy-
making process, or led by citizens without 
connection to formal decision-making; some are 
hybrids, where institutions create the conditions 
in which citizen-driven participatory futures can 
thrive. More detailed design variables to describe 
participatory futures engagement can be found 
in Section 9.

Future
studies

Public
engagement

Participatory futures

Box 2: Relationship between futures studies and public engagement
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The need for participatory futures arises from four interrelated points:

Decision-making needs to get better at 
accounting for future generations

For much of human history, we only needed to 
solve the problems of the present, but the 21st 
century’s complex challenges mean today’s 
decision-making also has to cope with the 
threats, opportunities and dilemmas of the future, 
too. Biodiversity loss, climate change, extreme 
technological risks, and ageing populations 
are just some of the issues that will transform 
the world and our cities for future generations 
and place new burdens on them. As the school 
climate strikes have highlighted, with every 
action or inaction, we help decide the futures 
others will inherit. This means switching our 
frames as policy-makers and as citizens to 
consider our role as ancestors – acknowledging 
social inclusion from a temporal perspective. 
Recent initiatives, such as Lord Bird’s call to 
enshrine the rights of future generations in 
decision-making processes, and Finland’s 
Committee on the Future, which challenges 
ministers on short-term approaches, show how 
this concept is beginning to get traction.9 Most 
people, however, rarely think beyond the short-
term, and this is one reason that makes it hard 
for politicians and societies to agree on the 
trade-offs we are prepared to collectively make 
for long-term benefit.10 Making progress in how 
we think and decide together for the future is 
critical to our ability to solve these complex 
challenges while we still have time. 

We need to rebuild people’s trust in 
institutions to deal with long-term 
challenges 

Surveys of people’s trust in politicians and 
governments generally show a long-term decline, 
with just one in five people now feeling that 
the system works for them.11 In the US, 48 per 
cent of people say they don’t have confidence 
in politicians to deal with future challenges.12 
In the UK, 69 per cent of people think that MPs 
aren’t taking enough action to guard against 
the challenges of the next wave of technological 
change.13 Across the West, young people are 
losing faith in democracy.14

It is not just our democratic institutions that 
are failing to grapple effectively with long-term 
challenges. Doteveryone’s survey of UK tech 
workers found that of those focusing on AI, 59 per 
cent thought they were working on products that 
could be harmful for society.15 In 2018, the phrase 
‘techlash’ was runner-up for Oxford Dictionary’s 
word of the year, defined as the “strong and 
widespread negative reaction to the growing power 
and influence that large technology companies 
hold.”16 To regain trust, institutions will need 
better ways to reconnect with what matters to 
people, which may result in them being reshaped 
or changed. Trust will be essential to help build 
constituencies for long-term change that can 
negotiate sustainable solutions and survive 
political cycles, or overcome market myopia. 

1 2
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We need to help people and communities 
deal with uncertainty, build resilience to 
change and act collectively 

People are feeling overwhelmed by the pace 
of change and pessimistic about the future. 
In 2018, Gallup’s World Poll found the world 
was more angry, fearful and sad than at any 
other time.17 Global public opinion polling also 
shows a majority pessimistic view about the 
future: just 34 per cent of people in advanced 
economies think their children will be financially 
better off than them when they grow up.18 This 
view only slightly increases to 42 per cent for 
people who live in emerging economies. The 
uncertainty experienced by individuals in relation 
to rapid change has been linked to support 
for nationalism and religion, as people search 
for a collective identity to provide security 
and answers.19 Helping people to feel a sense 
of agency over their own futures is critical for 
maintaining social cohesion and preventing a 
fracturing along ethnic, racial, cultural, historical 
or other identity lines.20 Participatory futures can 
also facilitate collective action that is necessary 
to tackle systemic challenges like climate change.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We need to create inclusive futures 
and ensure the benefits of emerging 
technologies are shared 

The lack of diversity in the tech industry and 
STEM subjects has been well-documented and 
much lamented.21 Just 15 per cent of scientists 
come from working class backgrounds, 
for example, while only 13.8 per cent of AI 
researchers publishing on arXiv (the academic 
pre-prints website) were found to be female.22, 23 
Similarly, innovators tend to be predominantly 
white and wealthy.24 The consequences of 
this are already manifest in technologies that 
have fundamental blind spots in relation to 
the broader social and ethical implications. 
For example, the Amazon recruitment engine 
that was biased against women.25 It is perhaps 
unsurprising that more than half of the British 
public does not believe technological benefits 
will be shared evenly across society.26 The 2019 
Edelman Trust Barometer also warns that the 
benefit of new technologies is becoming tougher 
to discern; on a global level, 32 per cent of people 
say they’ve personally suffered loss or hardship 
because of technological innovations, and 47 
per cent believe technological innovation is 
happening too quickly.27 Addressing the public’s 
concerns will be as crucial for the acceptance of 
new technologies and companies’ social licence 
to operate as it is for governments grappling with 
regulation.

3 4
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What are the  
benefits of  
participatory  
futures?
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We have identified three sets of benefits from participatory futures 
exercises, which explain how they can help unblock decision-making and 
action, especially when the rewards and impacts may not be directly felt 
by those involved today:

Collective images of the future help orient 
and organise in times of disruption

Throughout history, humans, organisations 
and societies have used mental images in 
the form of myths, legends and religion to 
organise themselves. Images of the future play a 
particularly significant role in our lives, since our 
ability to make plans, decisions or set goals rests 
on them. Brain research shows that collective 
images offer orientation in times of uncertainty 
or when the necessity of reshaping our living 
environments becomes apparent.28 Participatory 
futures approaches use and create shared 
public images of the future that can provide a 
‘destination identity’ – acting as a motivating 
force to turn the ‘imagined’ into the real.29 Like 
Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” speech, 
or John F. Kennedy’s ‘Moon speech’, positive 
images help pull us towards the future helping 
to catalyse social change and overcome cultural 
obstacles to it. Participatory futures help people 
develop shared perspectives on what is possible 
and, as a result, people experience a shared 
sense of hope, identity, possibility and power 
in relation to the future. Participatory futures 
approaches therefore offer real opportunities 
to support our organisations, communities 
and citizens in addressing our 21st century 
challenges in new, creative, and potent ways. 

Diversity of perspectives helps prevent 
blind spots – especially in relation to new 
technologies 

Whether as individuals, communities or 
organisations, when we hold assumptions 
about the future that are unquestioned, we 
amass blind spots. These not only limit our 
ability to react to negative changes, blind 

spots can lessen our ability to anticipate 
and exploit opportunities. Many of our blind 
spots are simply engrained ways of seeing 
the world – worldviews. Theories of collective 
intelligence and cognitive diversity show that 
more diverse groups are better at solving 
problems.30 This goes for thinking about the 
future and the social implications or contextual 
application of new technologies, too. When 
we hear perspectives on the future that differ 
from our own, we enhance our ability to 
question assumptions and imagine the possible 
in new ways. Participatory futures can help 
provide a ‘citizens-in-the-loop’ approach to the 
socialisation of new technologies – drawing on 
diverse views to help identify potential blind 
spots and previously unforeseen opportunities 
or needs.31 

Catalysing distributed experimentation 
and more inclusive innovation 

To address the challenges of the 21st century, 
organisations and communities need to become 
skilled in mobilising collective intelligence 
from all parts of society. Participatory futures 
approaches help to democratise knowledge 
and insight about the future. Enabling a wider 
range of people to understand the dynamics 
of what is happening diversifies the pool of 
innovators and increases opportunities to 
generate solutions. Working backwards from 
preferred futures also enables people to build 
future-oriented roadmaps and more sustainable 
innovations, and mobilises key players from 
different sectors to decide collectively on 
a new course of action. Rather than being 
overwhelmed by change, participatory futures 
activities enable citizens and communities to be 
proactive in shaping their futures. 

1

2

3
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Beyond citizens’ 
assemblies: new 
approaches to 
participatory  
futures

Participatory futures are  
important now

Participatory futures are not new. In 1970, the 
freshly elected Governor of Hawai’i, John A. 
Burns, launched a project to explore public 
opinion on what the State should look like in 
2000.32 

The year-long exercise involved thousands of 
residents and blended citizen engagement with 
scenario-based futures methods. Hawai’i 2000 is 
just one of many participatory futures exercises 
that have taken place around the world since 
the 1960s.33 Yet the technique has so far failed to 
achieve mainstream adoption.34

The zeitgeist, however, may be changing.
Conventional futures methods are now being 
combined with emerging digital technologies 
and new players are getting involved, such as 
artists, designers, game makers, writers and 
psychologists. Over the last decade, this has led 
to an explosion of new ways of thinking about or 
experiencing the future – a phenomena that can 
be described as ‘mutant futures’ because of the 
combination of approaches involved.35 

The recent expansion in participatory futures 
methods is important because it can help 
overcome the challenge of making public 
engagement enticing and meaningful. Too 
often public and charitable organisations seek 
to involve citizens through dry, traditional 
techniques, such as surveys and town hall 
meetings, which can sometimes be seen as 
tokenistic rather than leading to real change. 

Conventional surveys offer some insights but 
when used alone are rarely the best way to 
understand how people think about the future, 
as participants often haven’t had the space 
to sufficiently develop their ideas and offer 
meaningful answers. Workshops allow richer 
dialogue but frequently require considerable time 
and resource, so in practice can only involve very 
few people. While interest in citizens’ assemblies 
has grown, these are unlikely to fully democratise 
futures thinking, as they cannot be conducted at 
sufficient scale.

Cognitive science and  
participatory futures

Even more important than imaginative 
engagement techniques are recent advances in 
brain science that offer new insights into how 
people think about the future. Research shows 
that shared stories, myths and legends can 
quickly orientate people in the face of disruption 
and changing environments.36 Engaging people 
rationally and intellectually only has limited 
impact on behaviour and decision-making. Art 
and embodied and experiential processes have a 
much greater influence on citizens, their sense of 
meaning, motivation and subsequent actions.37

Neuroscientific research also suggests that when 
we are asked to think about the future, the parts 
of our brain that ‘light up’ are those associated 
with memory, which is to say that we “walk 
backwards into the future.”38, 39 Built into human 
neurophysiology is a seeming bias towards 
seeing the future as a continuation of the present 
and the past.40 To tackle this bias and consider 
the future differently, there is a case that new 
‘memories’ of alternative futures need to be 
formed. This is where the new ways of conducting 
participatory futures can help. Experiences 
involving art, food and games can harness all of 
our senses and draw upon embodied intelligence 
to forge new ‘memories’ of the future.

What new approaches are available?

To give a sense of the new ways available to 
experience the future, we have grouped some of 
the different approaches into five categories:

• Play

• Immerse

• Sense 

• Create

• Deliberate

Rather than serve as a precise taxonomy, these 
categories are intended to provide some loose 
order to what is a complex field. They are 
described below. 
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Play
Play engages people with different futures by 
means of amusement or fun. Through games, 
participants can experiment, explore different 
futures and weigh the trade-offs of a decision in 
a safe, pressure-free environment. The promise 
of play includes the potential to build greater 
futures literacy and arguably resilience among 

citizens.41 The emphasis is often on helping 
more people to anticipate the future, and 
generate ideas for how to prepare or change 
course. Massive multiplayer computer games in 
particular involve larger, more diverse audiences. 
One early, seminal example was the World 
Without Oil, which is described in Box 3.

Box 3: World Without Oil42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47

What?

World Without Oil was an alternative reality game 
to engage the public with a possible near future 
oil shortage. The game ran from May to June 2007 
and was commissioned by non-profit public media 
company ITVS and the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting. 

Why?

The idea behind the game was “Play it before you live 
it.” It was intended to give the unheard a voice and to 
allow people to tell their own stories. 

Who? 

World Without Oil was open to anyone but focused 
on the USA. People could play the game by telling 
their own stories about their imagined future lives 
through blogs, emails, video, voicemails, comics, and 
geo-caches. In its 31 days of play, the game averaged 
over 50 player storymaking contributions per day, and 
attracted significant online and press attention with its 
participatory narrative and timely cautionary message. 

So what?

World Without Oil received considerable international 
media attention. It became a bellwether for harnessing 
collective intelligence about future perceptions through 
digital technologies. World Without Oil’s archives are 
public and include lesson plans for teachers.

For further information see:  
writerguy.com/wwo/metahome.htm

Image: Ken Eklund

http://writerguy.com/wwo/metahome.htm
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Immerse
Different futures can be explored through 
immersive physical or virtual environments and 
experiences. This might involve techniques like 
digital simulations, interactive exhibitions or 
immersive theatre. Immersive futures are often 
more immediate, tangible and visceral than 

traditional analytical futures techniques or 
conventional public engagement. They allow 
people to place themselves in a future world 
and experiment with new behaviours or values. 
A recent example is the interactive artwork 
Carnival 2020, described in Box 4. 

Box 4: Carnival 2020

What?

Carnival 2020 invited participants to immerse 
themselves in a ‘future credit society’ in which 
they were asked to undertake a series of missions 
to increase their social credit scores. Earned 
credit scores could be used to redeem ‘rewards’, 
such as a free ticket to a robot restaurant in 
Japan or the right to purchase an apartment in 
Beijing, and ‘punishments’, such as slow internet 
or losing access to medical care. 

Why?

To let the audience experience the Chinese 
social credit system through highly immersive 
experiences. 

Who? 

Participants involved in the experience and those 
who viewed the subsequent video. Carnival 2020 
was conducted in New York in 2018 by the artist 
Ziyang Wu. 

So what?

Carnival 2020 tangibly illustrates to participants 
how social credit systems eliminate our humanity 
and reconstruct lives. It draws parallels between 
the science fiction drama Black Mirror and the 
reality of China today. 

For further information see:  
www.ziyangwu.com/news/31.html

Image: Ziyang Wu

http://www.ziyangwu.com/news/31.html
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Box 5: Seeds of the Good Anthropocenes48

Image: Graphic Harvest 

What?

Acknowledging that humanity has shifted 
into a new geological era, the Seeds of Good 
Anthropocenes project is an effort to document 
and map ‘seeds’ of change towards a sustainable 
future. The project features an open, global 
online map that allows anyone with access to 
contribute towards a ‘good Anthropocene’. 

Why?

The project aims to counter dystopian images of 
the future by showcasing realistic and optimistic 
images of the future that can guide action and 
strategy. 

Who? 

The project was founded and initially driven by 
22 prominent academics, including many from 

Africa, Canada, and the EU. The project has 
engaged hundreds in workshops around the 
world and led to a map detailing seeds of change 
happening around the world. 

So what?

The GRAID project funded a synthesis of how 
the seeds could help achieve the Sustainable 
Development Goals in Africa. It also helped 
pioneer a new bottom-up scenarios methodology 
based on the seeds, which has now been used in 
the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity 
and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) process.

For further information see:  
goodanthropocenes.net

Sense
Sensing initiatives engage people through digital 
technologies at scale to scan, sense, explore and 
forecast the future. Involving more people is more 
democratic, inclusive and draws upon a wider 
range of skills, knowledge and experience. It also 

helps avoid cognitive bias or groupthink, which 
can occur when futures exercises are dominated 
by experts or decision-makers. One example of 
this sort of approach is the Seeds of the Good 
Anthropocenes project, which is described in Box 5. 

http://goodanthropocenes.net
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Box 6: Time Portals50 

What?

Time Portals is a 2019 art exhibition in London’s 
Finsbury Park and online, which was inspired by 
African American science fiction writer Octavia E 
Butler’s thinking about time being circular. Many 
exhibits have interactive components, such as an 
augmented reality billboard about progressive 
visions of the future. Others are being co-created 
with citizens, such as a future machine to respond 
to environmental change. 

Why?

The exhibition celebrates the 150th anniversary 
of Finsbury Park, which was one of London’s first 
people’s parks created for the free movement 
of citizens and ideas. It is part of Citizen Sci-Fi, 
a three year programme from not-for-profit 
Furtherfield that seeks to use the imagination of 
citizens to generate new visions of stewardship 
for public, urban green space.

Who? 

The 55,000 people who use Finsbury Park 
each week have the opportunity to engage 
with this exhibition. Many come from the local 
neighbourhood where nearly 200 languages are 
spoken. The exhibition is also online. 

So what?

Time Portals seeks to involve large numbers 
of people from diverse backgrounds in 
conversations about the future – both on and 
offline – through interactive art exhibits that 
are more imaginative than many traditional 
engagement techniques. 

For further information see:  
www.furtherfield.org/time-portals-
exhibition-2019/ 

Create
Involves making and engaging with physical 
objects that represent the future, challenge 
current mental models and open up thinking 
about new pathways. These techniques show 
rather than tell and give participants the space 
to discursively imagine what a future world might 

look like, rather than have that world thrust 
upon them.49 They can also provide experiences 
that are tangible and present, which can often 
be more engaging than abstract ideas alone. 
One example of this sort of approach is the art 
exhibition Time Portals, which is detailed in Box 6. 

Image: Furtherfield Gallery visitor engages with AR work ‘What We Can Do’ by Antonio Roberts and Studio Hyte as part of the Time Portals 
exhibition. Photo by Pau Ros.

http://www.furtherfield.org/time-portals-exhibition-2019/
http://www.furtherfield.org/time-portals-exhibition-2019/
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Box 7: Płock

What?

In 2016, citizens in Płock, Poland, were consulted 
on the future of cycling, using an online real-
time Delphi platform with an integrated spatial 
visualisation module. This allowed residents to 
engage with each other’s ideas through iterative 
interactions. Citizens discussed expected cycling 
path trajectories, their desired usage, preferred 
path types and possible future locations of bike 
stands. 

Why?

Although investment in infrastructure has 
increased in Poland over the past few decades, 
citizens have not played an active part in shaping 
the overall vision for mobility at a local level. As 
past investments had triggered some controversy, 
this project was aimed at forging a collaborative 
vision for Płock’s cycling infrastructure. 

Who? 

Over 250 Plock residents participated. 

So what?

There was significantly more alignment on 
preferences among participants who used the 
Delphi platform compared to those who were 
questioned in traditional interviews. Overall, 

the consultation process shaped the city 
bicycle transportation policies at a strategic 
level, especially for network development, 
prioritisation, and safety issues.

For further information see:  
eeagrants.org/archive/2009-2014/projects/PL05-
0374

Deliberate
Futures methods have long relied on deliberation 
through workshops, interviews and in-person 
discussion, but these techniques are often 
limited by the need for participants to be in 
close physical proximity. Digital technologies 
in particular are offering new ways of enabling 
diverse citizens to interact and share ideas 

at scale, across large distances. The arts too 
can present novel means of conferring, such 
as moving beyond speech by using symbols, 
pictures and music. The iterative interactions 
conducted by the citizens of the Polish town of 
Plock, detailed in Box 7, offer an example of a 
deliberative approach. 

http://eeagrants.org/archive/2009-2014/projects/PL05-0374
http://eeagrants.org/archive/2009-2014/projects/PL05-0374
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Participatory futures are not limited to 
engagement with relatively wealthy, educated 
people in richer countries. Examples in less 
privileged circumstances include Kaun Banega 
Shubh Kal Leader, a 2009 radio-based 
participatory futures exercise in rural India 
that reached thousands of listeners and led 
to changes in farming practice.51 The purpose 
of the exercise was to raise awareness of the 
present and future threat of climate change in 

Bundelkhand, a drought prone region of Central 
India. The show was India’s first rural reality 
competition and involved a mix of education and 
entertainment such as talk shows, folk songs and 
drama. It won the World Banks’ Development 
Marketplace Award in the innovation category.

Table 1 provides additional examples aimed 
at helping those who might commission 
participatory futures consider the many forms 
each category can take. 

Play Online 
games and 
simulations

LARP Live-
Action Role-
Play (LARP)

Board games 

Video games 

Game shows

Magnetic South was one of a series of Christchurch City Council-
supported public engagement activities following the major 
earthquakes in Christchurch, New Zealand, which destroyed 
much of the city. The project used the Foresight Engine, a 
MMORPG (Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game), run 
by the Institute of the Future and played with almost a thousand 
people over a two day period. Players generated cards, ideas and 
strategies for rebuilding the city, with 8,889 micro forecasts. 

At a course for senior executives in Australia at the Mt Eliza 
Executive Education Centre, The Sarkar Game was played. In this 
live facilitated game, participants play an archetypal role (worker, 
warrior, priest or merchant) and derive futures-related insights 
from the game dynamics. It is done over approximately one hour 
as part of a longer foresight process. 

The Joint Research Center’s Scenario Exploration System is a 
board game developed to help people to explore a particular 
issue using alternative scenarios. Players need to make choices 
that resolve multiple stakeholder needs within particular scenario 
contexts. 

He Ao Hou, which means ‘a new world’ in Hawai’ian, was created 
by 13 Kanaka Maoli (native Hawai’ian) and two non-native 
teenagers at a three-week workshop in Honolulu. The participants, 
who were inspired by their ancestors’ tradition of long-distance 
navigation by the stars, created a game set in the future that is 
entirely in the Hawai’ian language. The aim was to create a virtual 
environment informed by different perspectives and inspire young 
indigenous people to help create technology less plagued with 
cultural bias.

Afrorithms from the Futures is a live game show format, which has 
been played at the Institute for the Future in Palo Alto (and other 
venues), where the goal is to create stories of positive change, 
resolving tensions and leveraging emerging issues, in an afro-
futurist context. 

Category Approach Examples

Table 1: New approaches for participatory futures

http://iftf.org
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/18-1/A01.pdf.pdf
https://jfsdigital.org/2016/03/14/joint-research-centers-scenario-exploration-system/
https://medium.com/s/story/indigenous-peoples-are-decolonizing-virtual-worlds-fbe2d8f933de
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Category Approach Examples

Immerse

Sense

Immersive 
scenarios 

Crowdsourcing

Gamified 
crowdsourcing

Interactive 
theatre

Augmented 
reality 

Extended 
reality

Virtual reality

Byologyc was an experiential futures project, which explored the 
possible impacts of biotechnology in the context of consumer 
health. The project developed a fictional company, fictional 
employees and live events that participants could engage with. 

Futurecoast was a storytelling project about possible climate-
changed futures where anyone could participate by voicemail. The 
game generated a range of perspectives on climate change from 
the future. 

One Shared House uses an online application form for a 
hypothetical co-living space opening in 2030, and asks which 
goods and services — including kitchens, workspace and childcare 
— potential applicants would be willing to share. 

In the Futures Studies Reintegration into Society Project at Santa 
Martha Acatitla Women’s Prison in Mexico City (March – June 
2015), Teatro de Devenir/Forward Theatre was used with adult 
women in prison. Teatro de Devenir is a therapeutic approach to 
theatre where participants co-construct and act out simulations of 
what they could think, feel and behave in light of future situations 
in a given subject, ending with participants presenting possible 
futures scenarios (played by themselves) when coming out from 
prison. Run by the UNESCO Participation Programme and the 
World Futures Studies Federation. 

Leviathan was an augmented reality experience where an 80-foot 
whale flew over 5,000 people at a Consumer Electronics Show. At 
the Sundance Film Festival the whale developed into a full virtual 
reality immersive and interactive laboratory experience, set in a 
parallel universe. It was run by the World Building Media Lab at 
the University of Southern California. 

Augmented Urbans involves co-developing integrated urban 
planning practices through Extended Reality (XR = VR/AR/MR) 
technologies. The project linked long-term visions with actions 
today. 

Future Dreaming is an immersive VR film allowing audiences to 
join four Aboriginal youths in their futures. Inspired by Australian 
Aboriginal Dreamtime storytelling, the project uses a mental 
visualisation technique to see your spirit move through the past, 
present or future. 

https://jfsdigital.org/2016/09/21/byologyc-exploring-future-scenarios-through-immersive-experience-design/
http://futurecoast.org/about/
http://onesharedhouse2030.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/322447004_Gaming_futures_To_experience_scenarios_through_Teatro_del_Devenir
https://jfsdigital.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-McDowell_Storytelling-Shapes-the-Future.pdf
https://www.augmentedurbans.eu/
http://www.sutueatsflies.com/art/future-dreaming
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Create

Deliberate

Artefacts from 
the future 

Visual art 

Experiential 
futures 

Participatory 
design

Interactive 
modelling 

Facilitated 
workshops

2030: Artifacts from the Future of America’s Cities brought 
together mayors, futurists and artists at the South by Southwest 
conference in Austin, Texas. Organised by the Institute for the 
Future’s Governance Futures Lab, Civic 1/0, and Carnegie Mellon 
University’s Situation Lab, the project created original posters that 
might appear in various US cities in the year 2030. 

Jigsaudio is an open-source device that encourages people to 
express themselves creatively through drawing and talking. It 
encourages creativity and expression when talking about urban 
futures and the future of places, and was used as part of the 
Newcastle City Council futures project. 

The Future Energy Lab was a UAE-based project to help decision-
makers experience the possible futures of energy. The project 
created a Future Energy Zone that expressed the consequences 
of different energy policies through models that simulated the 
urban environment the models depicted. The project also used 
artefacts to give participants an experiential basis for evaluating a 
particular future. Run by Superflux and Rorosoro.

1-888-FUTURES was a day-long participatory design workshop, 
which used public input prior to the workshop by inviting people 
to call a toll-free number and record their future dream in a 
voicemail and give a return mailing address. At the workshop 
participants used the voicemails to create something tangible 
that they boxed up and sent to the address provided. Run by the 
Situation Lab and The Extrapolation Factory. 

Finding Places brought together Hamburg residents to identify 
optimal locations to provide housing for a growing number of 
refugees in the city. The participants were engaged through a 
combination of colour-coded LEGO bricks, augmented reality, 
touch feedback and geographical simulation algorithms, which 
allowed people to understand urban land use patterns and 
propose housing sites. 

Gene Gap was a project to explore people’s attitudes towards 
gene editing. Five facilitated workshops were run with diverse 
communities across the UK. These included, a farming community, 
a BAME group, young people, biology students and parents of 
children with special needs. Run by the Guardian and Wellcome 
Trust, the engagement was used to identify new stories about gene 
editing and inform the broader conversation on the technology. 

Category Approach Examples

https://www.civicio.com/artifacts-from-the-future
http://www.newcastlecityfutures.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2399808319831290.pdf
http://superflux.in/index.php/work/futureenergylab/#
https://jfsdigital.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/02-Candy-Turning-Foresight-Inside-Out.pdf
https://trends.oecd-opsi.org/embracing-innovation-in-government-global-trends-2019.pdf
https://www.involve.org.uk/our-work/our-projects/practice/how-can-journalism-be-informed-different-community-voices
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Delivering public value is 
increasingly complex for 
governments and organisations 
facing an array of challenges, from 
climate change to social care. 
Today’s leaders will need to decide 
on actions now that may only 
deliver benefits in the long-term, 
and possibly even deliver some 
pain in the short-term. Not only will 
tackling these challenges require 
new ways of managing public 
investment, they will also require 
new ways to have conversations 
with the public about desired 
destinations, the route maps to get 
there and the trade-offs they are 
willing to accept. 

These challenges become more acute when 
institutions and organisations alone do not have 
sufficient power or knowledge to influence the 
changes they wish to see in communities or 
across society. The goal instead must become 
one of building constituencies for long-term 
change. 

Traditional public engagement activities and 
strategy consultation processes are fine as a 
snapshot of what people think, but they aren’t 

especially good at helping to create movements 
for change or for shifting fundamental 
behaviours. While important information can 
be extracted from them, these activities rarely 
leave participants feeling that their perception or 
agency has been altered in any significant way. 

This section highlights how participatory futures 
can act as an input into more traditional strategy 
and decision-making processes, enhancing 
the ability of institutions and organisations to 
produce public value in conditions of long-term 
uncertainty. We also show how it can act as a 
social process, helping to unleash the intelligence 
of citizens and unlock the assets of communities 
in creative and potent ways. One of the keys to 
success is the ability to help people separate 
diagnosis of the how the world is changing, from 
prescription of the solution. When this fails to 
happen, decision-making can often be paralysed 
or fuzzy. 

We discuss the different roles of participatory 
futures under the following five headings:

• Mapping horizons

• Creating purpose

• Charting pathways

• Acting together

• Testing ideas 

In the following sections, we describe these 
roles and provide examples of some of the 
participatory futures activities that are typically 
employed to fulfill each role. We also illustrate 
each role with a case study of an institution 
employing participatory futures approaches as 
part of a strategy or policy-making process.
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Box 8: WhatFutures

What?

The International Federation of Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) partnered with 
Newcastle University’s OpenLab to create a 
massive multiplayer online game played through 
WhatsApp. WhatFutures asked players to imagine 
the challenges and opportunities of 2030 and 
design stories about how the organisation met 
the humanitarian needs of the future.  
 

Why?

As the secretariat for 191-member National 
Societies, IFRC has a mandate to engage its 
stakeholders, including over 14 million volunteers,  
as part of its ten-year strategy development 
process. Aimed at garnering local insights and 
contextualised priorities, WhatFutures sought to 
shift consultation practices within the organisation. 

Who? 

In June 2017, a pilot version of WhatFutures focused 
on five countries and registered 400 players. In 
September 2017, the global game brought together 
4,000 youth volunteers from 120 countries. 

So what?

Content from both games was turned into a 
‘Newspaper from the future’, part of a broader 
humanitarian experiential futures exhibit at 
the IFRC General Assembly 2017 - the highest 
decision making body of the 191 member 
Federation. Outcomes from WhatFutures 
contributed to the final priorities of IFRC’s Global 
Strategy 2030

For further information see:  
media.ifrc.org/innovation/solferino-academy/
whatfutures-global/

Mapping horizons 
Participatory futures can be used to deepen 
awareness of changes on medium and long-
term time horizons. These activities involve 
citizens in identifying signals of change, 
emerging issues and the factors driving them. 
They can also involve exploration of different 
ways these changes may play out and their 
potential impacts through the creation or use of 
alternative scenarios. 

Examples of participatory futures activities that 
can be used for mapping horizons include:

• Crowdsourcing citizens’ images or stories of the 
future through art, audio or writing. 

• Engaging citizens as a sensor network – 
sharing examples of the changes they see 
or early indications that something new or 
different might happen.

• Engaging citizens as forecasters – using 
online platforms to predict the likelihood of 
particular events occurring. 

• Citizens engaging with future scenarios 
through games, or interacting with physical 
objects or ‘artefacts’ from future scenarios 
to explore drivers of change and consider 
implications.

A more detailed example of mapping horizons is 
Whatfutures that is described in Box 8.

Image: International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
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Box 9: Nos Arubas 202552, 53

What?

In 2008, the government of the Dutch Caribbean 
nation of Aruba initiated a deliberative exercise 
to chart a 2025 vision for the island – a process 
that survived a change of government. It used 
two main methods: appreciative inquiry, using a 
structured set of questions to generate positive 
visions for the future, and scenario building, 
creating stories about different futures. 

Why?

The programme was undertaken because of 
existential and long-term challenges facing the 
island, such as threats to fragile ecosystems and 
vulnerability to volatile global energy markets. 
 
Who? 

Participants included half of the island’s 100,000 
population alongside civil society and businesses, 
some of which provided in-kind support, such as 
paid staff leave to engage with the initiative. The 
project scaled partly through open courses where 
participants repeated what they had learned in 
their own communities. 

So what?

Involving citizens may have saved the exercise 
from closure part way through following a 
change of government. The main output was a 
national plan, which included recommendations 
ranging from constitutional reform to the 
construction of cycle paths.

For further information see:  
www.nosaruba2025.aw/nosaruba.html

Creating purpose 
Participatory futures can be used to develop a 
sense of meaning and direction. These activities 
explore values, needs, and aspirations of citizens 
that lead to a vision of a preferred future. They 
can also involve examining and reframing deep-
seated cultural or organisational assumptions.

Examples of participatory futures activities that 
can be used for creating purpose include: 
 

• Use of citizen dialogue and facilitated 
discussion to explore assumptions with regard 
to identity, values and purpose.

• Sampling citizens’ preferred images of the 
future (e.g. of their cities, regions).

• Engaging citizens in evaluating or exploring 
the ethical implications of an emerging 
technology.

A more detailed example of creating purpose is 
Nos Aruba 2025 that is described in Box 9.

http://www.nosaruba2025.aw/nosaruba.html
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Box 10: Creating a constitution for Mexico City54

What?

Laboratorio Para La Ciudad, the experimental 
arm of the city government, was tasked with 
developing a public engagement process for 
the development of the new constitution. This 
included: a writing platform co-developed with 
MIT Media Lab; an online petition system, which 
generated 342 petitions and gathered 278,000 
signatures; a process for facilitating citizen-driven 
encounters (over 20); and the Imagine Your City 
project, which gathered over 34,000 effective 
surveys.

Why?

The population of Mexico City had for decades 
been politically disenfranchised because, like many 
federal districts, it had no status as a state and 
citizens were not given the opportunity to vote for 
local representatives.

Who? 

Public engagement spanned residents of poor 
neighborhoods engaged by local survey brigades, 
concerned citizens using online petitioning and 
committees of legal experts co-drafting documents. 

So what?

The participatory nature of the process and 
guarantees for including issues and ideas 
with strong support meant that a diversity of 
progressive issues entered into the constitution, 
which became law in September 2018. 

For further information see:  
citiesofservice.org/resource/crowdsourcing-a-
constitution-mexico-city

Image: Jezael Melgoza on Unsplash

Charting pathways 
Participatory futures can be used to help create 
high level strategies and socially acceptable 
pathways for desired change. They often involve 
citizens in generating novel ideas to realise a vision 
or collaboratively setting priorities and milestones. 

Examples of participatory futures activities that 
can be used for charting pathways include:

• Citizens collaboratively imagining and 
developing a timeline narrative that articulates 
the journey between the present and the 
preferred future, with specific strategies, 
milestones and pathways. 

• Citizens using an online voting or petition 
system to prioritise ideas for ways to achieve a 
vision, eliciting which strategies have the most 
support or perceived efficacy.

• Citizens using games where participants can 
generate ideas for ways to achieve a shared 
purpose and test them with other players. 

• Citizens are immersed in a preferred future and 
asked to generate ideas for how that future 
was achieved.

A more detailed example is Creating a Constitution 
for Mexico City that is described in Box 10.

http://citiesofservice.org/resource/crowdsourcing-a-constitution-mexico-city
http://citiesofservice.org/resource/crowdsourcing-a-constitution-mexico-city
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Box 11: Transition management in Ghent 

Image: Jorge-Fernandez-Salas on Unsplash

What?

A ‘transition management’ process was initiated 
in Ghent, which aimed to address major 
sustainability challenges, particularly climate 
change. The process first developed a long-
term vision that provided the overall context to 
guide newly-involved actors in piloting social 
innovations. 

Why?

The approach saw participants ‘learn by doing’ 
and showed how citizens could be signposts of 
change, building enthusiasm, and driving more 
public participation.  
 
Who? 

One hundred highly motivated people who 
attended a launch event. They joined working 
groups, which included people from various 
backgrounds, to develop projects. 

So what?

This group initiated and drove a number of 
projects, experiments, and social innovation 
processes. This included: an energy efficiency 
project working with small and medium 
enterprises; a network of cultural organisations 
monitoring their CO2 emissions; a project to use 
sewage water to produce heat, biogas, nutrients 
and water; a ‘carrot mob’ action that pressed a 

local business to adopt sustainable practices; 
an urban farming initiative; a blue economy 
initiative; a sustainable university initiative; and a 
future mobility initiative. All but one initiative was 
successful. 

For further information see:  
drift.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/DRIFT-
Transition_management_in_the_urban_context-
guidance_manual.pdf 

Acting together 
Participatory futures can be used as a process 
to mobilise collaborative action and distributed 
innovation across a community to realise a 
desired future. They might involve supporting 
citizens and a wider range of organisations to 
initiate and drive social innovations, community 
enterprises, or change campaigns. 

• Examples of participatory futures activities that 
support communities in acting together include:

• Citizens co-developing and co-running 
campaigns or movements for change.

• Citizens using an ‘open space’ or autonomous 
format where they can select their own 
change projects and begin to organise.

• Citizens generating ideas for specific social 
innovations and community enterprises, which 
they will play a key role in driving. 

A more detailed example of acting together 
is Transition Management in Ghent that is 
described in Box 11.

http://drift.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/DRIFT-Transition_management_in_the_urban_context-guidance_manual.pdf
http://drift.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/DRIFT-Transition_management_in_the_urban_context-guidance_manual.pdf
http://drift.eur.nl/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/DRIFT-Transition_management_in_the_urban_context-guidance_manual.pdf
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Box 12: Reimagine London 

What?

As part of World Car Free Day, the Mayor of 
London announced that on 22nd September 
2019, 20km of roads in and around the city would 
be closed. From skate ramps to treasure hunts, 
Greater London featured a variety of festival-
esque activities, including special programming 
for young people.

Why?

As cities become more congested and seek out 
creative ways to reimagine mobility, they are 
increasingly using large-scale events to inspire 
alternatives. With a focus on improving health 
while also reducing emissions, ‘car free’ roads 
create spaces for imagination to come alive. 

Who? 

Citizens, residents, and anyone visiting London 
participated, and the organisers explicitly 
sought to include people of all ages and from all 
backgrounds. 

So what?

What makes Reimagine London interesting 
is that it involved local government providing 
freedom to citizens to experiment with and 
create new future visions for their car-free areas. 
Reimagine has echoes of an older London-based 
people-powered movement, Reclaim the Streets, 
which has a shared ideology of community 
ownership of public spaces. 

For further information see:  
www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/
londons-biggest-ever-car-free-day

Testing ideas 
Participatory futures can be used to generate 
feedback and learning about a specific idea of the 
future, a scenario, or prototype. They can produce 
novel insights as citizens interact with scaled 
experiments that enable people to interrogate 
the desirability of that future, to stress test it and 
consider potential unintended consequences.

Examples of participatory futures activities that 
can help with testing ideas about the future 
include:

• Immersing citizens in a simulation of a future 
scenario to elicit feedback. 

• Citizens trying and experiencing a small-
scale, but real-world experiment, which is then 
evaluated.

• Creating an artefact-from-the-future to 
generate responses and insights from citizens. 

• Generating a computer simulation of a 
particular future or intervention and using 
citizens to evaluate its first and second order 
consequences. 

• Providing temporary physical spaces or online 
worlds that allow people to experiment with 
new values or behaviours. 

• Citizens are immersed in a preferred future and 
asked to generate ideas for how that future 
was achieved.

A more detailed example of testing ideas is 
Reimagine London that is described in Box 12.

http://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/londons-biggest-ever-car-free-day
http://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/londons-biggest-ever-car-free-day
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Participatory futures can be 
used for mapping horizons. 
This involves engaging 
citizens to help sense and 
understand long-term 
changes to an environment.

Participatory futures can 
help with creating purpose. 
Citizens are involved in 
re-imagining and creating 
a preferred vision of the 
future and articulating what 
matters. 

Participatory futures can help uncover tacit 
knowledge and more granular insight about 
change held by citizens, which can be missed 
when horizon scanning is left only to expert 
consultants or an organisation’s staff.

The inclusion of people with diverse perspectives 
and worldviews can help to identify blind spots or 
previously unseen opportunities.

When citizens develop greater awareness and 
understanding of future trends and their potential 
impacts, their ability to respond to them increases. 

By involving diverse citizens in creating purpose, 
your organisation’s vision is more likely to be 
dynamic and relevant to constituents and the 
broader social context, increasing its likelihood of 
success.

A shared sense of purpose or vision across 
stakeholders in a community becomes a strong 
foundation for more coherent strategies and 
shared actions. 

Inclusion of diverse and marginal perspectives 
in developing a vision of a preferred future leads 
to greater social cohesion when the vision is 
implemented, as the policies and strategies that 
emerge from the vision are likely to work for more 
people, and less likely to be sabotaged by those 
that feel left out. 

Broader participation allows for a deeper 
exploration of hidden assumptions that 
underlie a community’s or organisation’s (or 
society’s) identity, as different personalities and 
perspectives bring distinct capacities for reflection 
and diagnosis. 

During an analysis of 
internal capabilities and 
external changes/needs. 

During development of a 
vision, mission or values.

What roles can 
participatory futures 
play?

Where might they 
be incorporated into 
organisational or 
community decision-
making activities?

What added value can this offer?

Table 2: Roles for participatory futures in traditional decision-making 
processes

Table 2 provides an overview of each role, 
where it might fit in relation to a typical stage 
of a strategy or policy-making process, and 

the potential added value of incorporating 
participatory futures at this point. 
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Participatory futures 
can help with charting 
pathways. Citizens help 
generate ideas for ways to 
realise a vision or purpose. 
This can also include setting 
priorities and milestones 
collaboratively.

Participatory futures can 
facilitate citizens and 
other stakeholders acting 
together. It is a process of 
mobilising collaborative 
action and distributed 
innovation across a 
community to realise a 
desired future.

Participatory futures can 
be used for testing ideas. 
Citizens are engaged 
in exploring ideas or 
prototypes of different 
futures to stress test, check 
desirability or explore 
potential consequences. 

Generation of strategy ideas with greater diversity 
and informed by citizen views of viable pathways, 
which often sit outside of normal strategic 
assumptions.

Use of dynamic interactions between participants 
leverages collective intelligence, generating 
insights into better and best strategies. 

A from-the-future perspective (standing in the 
preferred future) helps citizens generate novel and 
useful strategic insights not possible from a from-
the-present perspective. 

Identification of how citizens can work together 
with civil society, business and government in 
enacting desired change expands strategic 
options and partnerships for change. 

Harnesses the energies and expertise of citizens to 
create change.

Generates specific change ideas from diverse 
citizen viewpoints. 

Allows citizens to feel ownership over the change 
process, increasing the likelihood of success.

Creates a sense of empowerment and agency 
among citizens. 

Allows organisations to partner with citizens to 
realise mutually shared goals. 

Minimise risk by testing desirability of ideas with 
citizens before overcommitting resources or 
reputation.

Identify potential unintended consequences of 
particular futures or interventions on citizens. 

Increase likelihood of new technologies being 
socially accepted by using feedback from 
simulations or prototypes to align with a 
community’s vision, values or aspirations.

When setting strategic 
goals and objectives.

When developing 
operating plans and 
driving implementation. 

During monitoring of 
implementation to inform 
review and adjustments.

What roles can 
participatory futures 
play?

Where might they 
be incorporated into 
organisational or 
community decision-
making activities?

What added value can this offer?
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Decision-making is rarely linear. Each 
organisation or institution may need to start at 
a different point, and the movement between 
one activity and another may be organic 
and emergent. Likewise, the way in which 
participatory futures can be an input to decision-
making is also not something that needs to be 
strictly prescribed. The intent, however, of this 
framework is to provide a prompt for senior 
leaders regarding the potential opportunities and 
to encourage more strategic connection between 
participatory futures exercises and existing 
organisational processes. 

The case studies discussed in this section are 
examples of initiatives that have been led 
or sponsored by local government or other 

institutions. Many more examples of participatory 
futures exercises are driven without institutional 
backing or without formal connection to 
decision-making processes. Despite this, our 
analysis of the case studies overwhelmingly 
shows that they also seem to perform one of 
the five fundamental roles outlined above. For 
institutions considering how to engage more 
deeply with participatory futures approaches, it 
may be worth first scanning the local ecosystem 
to understand what is already happening before 
commissioning something entirely new. An 
alternative strategy could be to help build and 
support existing initiatives and, alongside this, 
offer a more direct route for them to influence 
organisational decision-making.
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Building the 
evidence base 
for participatory 
futures
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Box 13: Future design56 

What?

Municipalities in Japan have begun 
experimenting with roleplay where participants 
take the perspective of residents from 45 years 
in the future. Using generational thinking, similar 
to the seven-generation perspective employed 
by Native American peoples, Future Design 
integrated long-term thinking into local planning 
and policy discussions. 

Why?

The challenges of today, such as climate change, 
require a radical rethinking of social mechanisms. 
Future Design emphasises the perspective of 
those ‘not yet born’ to shift typical conversations 
on policy from wants and their costs to how 
decisions today can and might benefit future 
generations.  
 
 

Who? 

The Future Design process has been run across 
numerous prefectures in Japan with residents 
of various backgrounds and ages. In the city 
of Yahaba, the mayor suggested creating 
the general development plan using this 
methodology. 

So what?

This group initiated and drove a number of 
According to the originator of this method, 
Professor Saijo Tatsuyoshi, a follow-up survey six 
months after one of these exercises showed that 
the effects on individuals were not fleeting, but 
had succeeded in changing the way individual 
citizens think. 

For further information see:  
www.japanpolicyforum.jp/society/
pt20190109210522.html 

The impacts of participatory futures 
Although we have shown how 
participatory futures can connect 
to institutional decision-making 
and strategy, it is important that 
these techniques should not just 
be seen as a purely instrumental 
method for public engagement 
with the long-term. 

From our experience and the limited evidence 
that exists so far, we know that the impact can 
be transformational for individuals, communities 
and institutions. It can particularly help overcome 
short-termism and ultimately lead to better 
decisions. A number of these impacts are 
summarised below. 

Individuals

For individuals, the impacts of participatory 
futures centre around moving from a personal 
sense of fear, confusion and despair, to a 
renewed sense of purpose and empowerment 
embodied through action. The psychological 
impacts and benefits of participatory futures 
at the individual level have been explored 
by various researchers.55 In brief, however, 
individuals stand to benefit through a deepened 
understanding of emerging issues within 
one’s context, renewed clarity on personal 
values, identity and meaning, greater sense of 
responsibility for the future, a sense of agency in 
strategising and shaping the future, and personal 
behaviours that are more consistent with aspired 
futures. Future Design offers one example of a 
new participatory futures technique that has had 
an impact at the individual level (see Box 13). 

http://www.japanpolicyforum.jp/society/pt20190109210522.html
http://www.japanpolicyforum.jp/society/pt20190109210522.html
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Box 14: Early Days (of a better nation)

What?

Early Days (of a better nation) was an immersive 
and interactive theatre experience which helped 
participants explore questions of purpose, 
values, and vision. Running from October 2014 
to May 2015, Early Days transported participants 
to Dacia, a fictional post-collapse state, and 
charged them with building it anew. 

Why?

Inspired by uprisings across the Middle East and 
North Africa, Early Days tasked participants with 
collaboratively exploring questions ranging from 
the nature of governance to the challenges of 
designing a truly equitable society.  
 
Who? 

The experience was developed for and with 
audiences in London, Bristol, Cardiff, Berlin and 
Amsterdam. The finished show subsequently 

toured throughout the UK and brought together 
hundreds of audiences in London, Belfast, 
Glasgow, Warwick, Liverpool and Eastleigh. 

So what?

Early Days sought to create more empathy 
amongst the voting population, and while the 
experience did not promote a particular political 
perspective, or emphasize the necessity of 
participation, it created a space where the act 
of participation was felt at an individual and 
communal scale. 

For further information see:  
www.theguardian.com/stage/2014/nov/18/early-
days-of-a-better-nation-review-coney 

Communities

For communities, the impacts centre around 
being able to collectively respond to emerging 
challenges in an empowered way rather than 
being overwhelmed or blindsided by change. 
Too many communities today are disempowered 
in the face of rapid and complex change, from 
the effects of globalisation to new technologies 
(such as automation), climate change and 
extreme weather events, and many other 
issues. Participatory futures provide a way for 
communities with a stake in the future to think 
about and shape it. These techniques provide 
a way to create positive and inclusive visions 

for communities, bringing hope, trust and social 
cohesion between diverse people. 

Participatory futures also provide an opportunity 
for communities to take action in creative 
ways, to respond to community challenges and 
exploit opportunities, mobilise citizen energies 
and resources to tackle social challenges, and 
experiment with change. The approaches support 
better integration of new ideas and technologies 
into society, ensuring that the benefits of new 
ideas and innovations are more evenly shared. 
One example of the impact of participatory 
futures for communities was Early Days (of a 
better nation), described in Box 14.

http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2014/nov/18/early-days-of-a-better-nation-review-coney
http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2014/nov/18/early-days-of-a-better-nation-review-coney
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Box 15: CIMULACT57, 58

What?

The Citizen and Multi-Actor Consultation on 
Horizon 2020 (CIMULACT) was an exercise 
conducted between 2015 and 2018 to gain input 
from the citizens of 30 European Countries on 
the direction of European Union research and 
innovation.

Why?

The European Commission funded CIMULACT to 
make European Union research and innovation 
more relevant and accountable by engaging 
citizens and others in its formulation. 
 
Who? 

CIMULACT had many stages that each involved 
different combinations of citizens, experts, policy-
makers and others. These included national 
workshops involving more than 1,000 people to 
create sustainable and desirable visions of the 
future, and an online consultation involving more 
than 3,400 citizens. 

So what?

A formal evaluation found that CIMULACT had 
an impact on the European research agenda, 
particularly in the design of the 2018-2020 
Horizon 2020 work programme. Nearly two thirds 
of CIMULACT research topics were covered in 
the associated Horizon 2020 programme. It also 
helped improve public engagement through the 
development of 11 new or adjusted participatory 
methods. 

For further information see:  
www.cimulact.eu 

What?

The Citizen and Multi-Actor Consultation on 
Horizon 2020 (CIMULACT) was an exercise 
conducted between 2015 and 2018 to gain input 
from the citizens of 30 European Countries on 
the direction of European Union research and 
innovation.

Why?

The European Commission funded CIMULACT to 
make European Union research and innovation 
more relevant and accountable by engaging 
citizens and others in its formulation. 
 
Who? 

CIMULACT had many stages that each involved 
different combinations of citizens, experts, policy-
makers and others. These included national 
workshops involving more than 1,000 people to 
create sustainable and desirable visions of the 
future, and an online consultation involving more 
than 3,400 citizens. 

So what?

A formal evaluation found that CIMULACT had 
an impact on the European research agenda, 
particularly in the design of the 2018-2020 
Horizon 2020 work programme. Nearly two thirds 
of CIMULACT research topics were covered in 
the associated Horizon 2020 programme. It also 
helped improve public engagement through the 
development of 11 new or adjusted participatory 
methods. 

For further information see:  
www.cimulact.eu 

Institutions

For organisations and institutions, the impacts 
of using participatory futures centre around 
leveraging citizen involvement, intelligence, 
awareness and creativity, to support better 
decision-making and strategy development. 
We discuss this in depth in Section 7. In 
brief, however, participatory futures can help 
organisations to address strategic blind spots, 
identify new opportunities, navigate complex 

long-term challenges, enhance and align 
organisational purpose with the community (e.g. 
identifying the right problems to tackle for the 
organisation – those most relevant to citizens), 
and to avoid the unintended consequences and 
risks of proposed decisions and actions. These 
methods can also help open up institutions that 
are perceived to be closed and help restore trust 
and accountability. CIMULACT is one example 
of a participatory futures engagement with 
institutional impact (see Box 15)

http://www.cimulact.eu
http://www.cimulact.eu
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The impacts of participatory futures 
Research has demonstrated the benefits of 
applying futures techniques in general to 
organisations in the private sector and to 
individuals.59, 60, 61, 62, 63 Despite the enthusiasm 
of many of those involved, however, rigorous 
or longitudinal evaluations of participatory 
futures are relatively few, so the evidence base 
is sketchy. Of the literature that does chronicle 
these techniques, much is descriptive rather 
than evaluative.64 The reasons for this are not 
clear. Perhaps this is due to the field being so 
eclectic, the lack of clarity on how to evaluate 
these methods (as many benefits are intangible 
or qualitative, so hard to measure), or the belief 
among supporters that the impact is self-evident. 

For participatory futures to mature and these 
techniques to become more mainstream, we 
need more systematic experimentation and 
evaluation to build the evidence base. When 
designing projects involving participatory futures, 
commissioners should therefore set aside time 
and resources for proper evaluation.

Building on our review of over 300 participatory 
futures case studies, we have created a 
framework that is a first step towards better 

evaluation of these techniques (see Table 3). The 
first dimension of the framework concerns the 
level of impact that might be evaluated from 
individual to community to organisation. The 
second dimension of the framework is based on 
the five stages of decision-making outlined in 
Section 7. 

The framework asks what impacts to look for or 
anticipate in a participatory futures engagement. 
These questions act as a starting point for 
considering benefits and impacts to initiate 
an evaluation. As with any other monitoring 
and evaluation process, context matters, and 
adjustment and localisation will depend upon 
the specific scope, scale, and speed of the 
engagement undertaken. 

The questions are prompts for customising an 
evaluation within a specific context. We expect 
that this will include in-house evaluations done 
to drive learning and improve the application of 
participatory futures through various iterations, 
and independent evaluations designed to offer 
more impartial perspectives on the value of an 
undertaking.

How did 
participatory 
futures deepen 
individuals’ 
understanding 
of emerging 
issues within the 
context? 

How did 
participatory 
futures engender 
a greater sense of 
responsibility for 
the future among 
individuals? 

How did 
participatory 
futures shift 
awareness of the 
future (temporal, 
optimism, 
agency) among 
individuals?

How did 
participatory 
futures make 
citizens feel 
more involved in 
decision-making?

How did 
participatory 
futures foster 
individuals’ 
agency in 
strategising about 
the future?

How did 
participatory 
futures promote 
greater ownership 
among individuals 
over change 
processes 
(e.g. strategic 
planning)?

How did 
participatory 
futures foster 
individuals’ 
agency in 
creating the 
future?

How did 
participatory 
futures generate 
public value for 
individuals? What 
does this mean in 
this context?

How did 
participatory 
futures help to 
change individual 
behaviours?

How did 
participatory 
futures support 
individuals to 
explore the 
impacts of this 
prototype on the 
life of themselves 
and their families? 

How did the 
participatory 
futures 
experiment help 
the exploration of 
individual values 
and aspirations?

Mapping 
horizons 

Creating 
purpose 

Charting 
pathways 

Acting 
together

Testing ideas

Individual

Table 3: Framework for evaluating participatory futures
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How did 
participatory 
futures support 
creative 
exploration of the 
challenges facing 
the community?

How did 
participatory 
futures help the 
community target 
opportunities for 
change?

How did 
participatory 
futures reduce 
institutional blind 
spots? What 
assumptions were 
challenged? How?

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
the institution 
identify new 
opportunities?

How did 
participatory 
futures create 
a more positive 
vision for the 
community?

How did 
participatory 
futures create a 
more inclusive 
vision for the 
community? To 
what extent did 
it increase social 
cohesion?

How did 
participatory 
futures enhance 
the institution’s 
purpose?

How did 
participatory 
futures generate 
more inclusivity/
diversity with 
respect to the 
institution’s 
purpose?

How did 
participatory 
futures help the 
community to 
identify strategies 
for change? 

How did 
participatory 
futures help align 
community values 
and aspirations 
with stated 
priorities?

How did 
participatory 
futures expand 
the number 
of options for 
creating change 
that were 
considered by the 
institution?

In what ways 
did participatory 
futures help align 
institutional 
strategies with 
community needs 
and desires? 

How effective 
were the 
strategies for 
initiating change?

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
the community 
to mobilise 
citizen energy 
and resources 
for social 
change and 
sustainability? 

In what ways 
did participatory 
futures make 
the institution’s 
actions more 
effective?

How did the 
participatory 
futures improve 
trust in the 
institution?

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
consideration of 
the long-term 
impacts of the 
pilot on the 
community?

How did 
participatory 
futures help make 
the prototype 
more relatable or 
desirable for the 
community?

How did the 
participatory 
futures process 
generate 
feedback from the 
community that 
led to changes 
or different 
decisions?

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
the institution 
to identify 
blind spots and 
opportunities with 
respect to the 
prototype? 

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
make adoption 
or rejection of 
an idea by the 
institution more 
effective/easier?

How did 
participatory 
futures help 
the institution 
improve its 
quality of 
engagement with 
citizens? 

Community

Institutional

Mapping 
horizons 

Creating 
purpose 

Charting 
pathways 

Acting 
together

Testing ideas
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Design variables 
for participatory 
futures 

09  
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In this section, we show the design 
variables of participatory futures 
projects. 

This can be used to help: 

• Describe particular projects.

• Compare what are in many ways unique 
exercises. 

• Commissioners identify inspirational case 
studies that are similar to their requirements. 

For example, a head of public engagement 
might want to test ideas, focus on organisational 
impacts and think in the near-term, so might 
look to case studies with these properties, such 
as Waitrose Unpacked, described later in this 
section. 

There are eight design variables under three 
broad categories.65  
 

Strategic focus

Image of the future

Engagement

How the exercise helps decision-makers and 
where the benefits are mainly felt: 

• Aspect of decision-making process – this is 
based on the roles for participatory futures 
discussed earlier in this guide (Mapping 

horizons, Creating purpose, Charting pathways, 
Acting together, Testing ideas).

• Impact – whether benefits are mainly at the 
individual, community or institutional level, as 
described in Section 8.

Important properties of the future under 
consideration: 

• Future(s) – whether the exercise concerns a 
single future or many. 

• Image of the future – the extent to which 
the future is explicit, such as a scenario of a 
particular possible future, or implicit, such as 

responding to a future challenge like climate 
change but without specifying the future.

• Time horizon – whether the future(s) under 
consideration is/are near or distant. 

To show how the variables can be applied, we have 
created them for five case studies that span the 
decision-making process described in Section 7.

The ways in which citizens participate in the 
project: 

• Participation – what agency the participants 
have and to what extent are they empowered; 
divided into exercises that are: 

◊ Curated – participants do not interact with 
each other and the experience is prescribed. 

◊ Contributory – participants suggest and 
contribute ideas, but the experience is 
prescribed and they do not interact with 
other participants.

◊ Interactive – participants make some 
contributions and can also interact with other 
participants.

◊ Facilitated – participants make nuanced 
contributions, have substantial interaction 
with others and can alter the course of the 
engagement.

◊ Constitutive – participants initiate and run 
the engagement in the way they want. 

• Mode of engagement – divided into play, 
immerse, create, sense and deliberate, as 
described in the Section 6. 

• Medium – whether engagement is in-person, 
online, or hybrid (combined); important 
because participatory futures increasingly 
involve digital technologies. 
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Box 16: GhostFood 

What?

Organised as a food truck from the future, 
GhostFood allowed the public to smell foods lost 
to climate change. The performance paired foods 
with scents, which required wearing a custom-
built antennae. These were designed to stimulate 
dialogue on food scarcity and the possible 
extinction of staple foods, such as chocolate, 
peanuts and codfish. 

Why?

The impacts of climate change are often difficult 
to comprehend, especially on daily life, such as 
eating a favourite or staple food. By using smell, 
GhostFood created a bodily response to the 
potential effects of climate change.  
 
 

Who? 

GhostFood was performed in New York, Newark, 
and Philadelphia throughout 2013, and later 
in Moscow. The project was commissioned 
by the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation and 
conceptualised by artists Miriam Simun and 
Miriam Songster. 

So what?

The food truck experience sparked reflective 
dialogue on family, food, and the many ways 
in which climate change will impact species 
survival. 

For further information see:  
www.theverge.com/2013/10/18/4851966/ghost-
food-shows-how-we-might-eat-after-global-
warming 

http://www.theverge.com/2013/10/18/4851966/ghost-food-shows-how-we-might-eat-after-global-warming
http://www.theverge.com/2013/10/18/4851966/ghost-food-shows-how-we-might-eat-after-global-warming
http://www.theverge.com/2013/10/18/4851966/ghost-food-shows-how-we-might-eat-after-global-warming
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Box 17: Moral Machine66

What?

Moral Machine is an online game launched in 
June 2016. It presents players with scenarios 
about car accidents with an emphasis on choices 
about who to save: humans or animals, men or 
women, old or young people, etc. 

Why?

Today, the responsibility for the design and 
regulation of algorithms sits in an ambiguous 
space between the companies designing them 
and the policy-makers tasked with regulating 
them. Moral Machine aims to bridge this gap.  
 
Who? 

A total of 39.61 million people from 233 countries 
actively participated and expressed their 
preferences. Voices from diverse socio-economic 
backgrounds were elicited, and culture had a 
clear effect on how participants made decisions. 

So what?

Moral Machine reveals cultural nuances that 
must be taken into account to create culturally-
appropriate and responsible decisions. The 
implications of the game go beyond self-driving 
cars and extend towards any and all automated 
and algorithmically-enhanced decision-making 
systems, shining a light on how our values can 
and might drive our technologies rather than the 
other way around. 

For further information see:  
Moralmachine.mit.edu 

What should the self-driving car do?

Image: ©The Moral Machine team: Edmond Awad, 
Sohan Dsouza, Azim Shariff, Jean-François Bonnefon, 
Iyad Rahwan

http://Moralmachine.mit.edu
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Box 18: Carbon Ruins

What?

Carbon Ruins is an exhibition set in the year 
2053, which tells the story of how Sweden 
became the first nation to achieve net-zero 
emissions in 2045. Taking a global perspective, 
the exhibition uses artefacts from the future, 
which were generated through workshops with 
researchers and practitioners in various sectors, 
to explain how the world achieved this goal in 
2050. 

Why?

Aiming to bridge the gap between the global 
implications of climate change and local effects, 
Carbon Ruins highlights viable pathways towards 
a sustainable future and raises questions about 
what is and is not necessary to mitigating the 
effects of climate change.  
 

Who? 

The exhibit will tour around Sweden from Spring 
until Autumn 2019. 

So what?

Based on current climate models and research, 
Carbon Ruins demonstrates how scientific data 
can be translated into various forms aimed at 
creating awareness and stimulating thought 
on transformative action at a global scale. The 
exhibition was in progress at the time of writing, 
so we are unaware of an evaluation.

For further information see:  
www.climaginaries.org/carbon-ruins 

Image: Carbon Ruins, exhibition view, Lund University, photo: Håkan Röjder

http://www.climaginaries.org/carbon-ruins
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Box 19: Mozilla Common Voice

What?

Common Voice is part of the Mozilla 
Foundation’s efforts to help teach machines how 
real people speak, which could shape the future 
of this technology. Participants donate their 
voices and validate clips from others. 

Why?

To build the most diverse public voice dataset 
optimised for building voice technologies for 
apps, devices and services, while also supporting 
researchers and smaller players. Voice is 
becoming the interface that will enable us to 
interact with technology, but machine learning 
systems are being trained on data that is biased 
and excludes thousands of languages. Unless this 
lack of diversity is addressed, people will be left 
even further behind by the digital divide.  
 
Who? 

The crowdsourced dataset includes 1,400 hours 
of recorded data in 18 languages from more 
than 42,000 people. Participants consist of 
global communities of what Mozilla describes as 
‘passionate volunteers’. Data collection efforts 
are underway in 70 languages.

So what?

Common Voice is contributing to Mozilla’s Deep 
Speech, a suite of voice-to-text and text-to-voice 
engines and trained computer models, which can 
convert speech to text live. This potentially allows 
transcription of lectures, phone conversations 
and television programmes. Common Voice 
makes its data public, which is useful for those 
without the substantial resources of big tech 
companies, and the data can be labelled if the 
contributor wishes, so it can be more easily used 
by others. 

For further information see:  
voice.mozilla.org/en 

Image: Mozilla Foundation licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0

http://voice.mozilla.org/en
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Box 20: Waitrose Unpacked67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74

What?

The UK supermarket Waitrose started an 11-week 
trial in June 2019 aimed at reducing packaging 
and plastic from food, drink and detergents. 
Customers could bring in their own containers, 
‘borrow boxes’ were provided for a deposit, and 
pick and mix frozen fruit was offered. 

Why?

To help determine how customers might be 
prepared to shop differently in the future 
by taking hundreds of products out of their 
packaging with the aim of saving thousands of 
tonnes of unnecessary waste.  
 
Who? 

Customers at the company’s Botley Road 
branch near Oxford. More than 7,000 customers 

provided feedback through in-store notice 
boards, interviews, Instagram, Twitter and the 
retailer’s website. 

So what?

The scheme trialled a preferred future with 
customers who could buy packaged versions 
that were offered alongside unpackaged goods 
to create an effective test. Following positive 
feedback from shoppers, the trial has been 
extended beyond the original end date and has 
been rolled out in three more stores. 

For further information see:  
www.thegrocer.co.uk/store-design/unpacked-
a-closer-look-at-waitroses-plastic-free-
trial/594188.article 

Image: Waitrose and Partners

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/store-design/unpacked-a-closer-look-at-waitroses-plastic-free-trial/594188.article
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/store-design/unpacked-a-closer-look-at-waitroses-plastic-free-trial/594188.article
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/store-design/unpacked-a-closer-look-at-waitroses-plastic-free-trial/594188.article
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Mapping our case studies 
We have also mapped some of the case studies described in this guide across our design variables.

Carnival 2020

Time Portals

GhostFood

WhatFutures

World Without Oil

Carnival 2020

GhostFood

CIMULACT

Moral Machine

Nos Aruba 2025

Early Days

Future Design

Moral Machine

Plock

Future Design

Carbon Ruins

Creating a 
constitution for 
Mexico City

Seeds of the Good 
Anthropocenes

Time Portals

Plock

Carbon Ruins

Creating a 
constitution for 
Mexico City

Seeds of the Good 
Anthropocenes

Reimagine London

Early Days

Transition 
management in 
Ghent

Reimagine London

Mozilla Common 
Voice 

Mozilla Common 
Voice 

World Without Oil

Waitrose Unpacked

CIMULACT

WhatFutures

Nos Aruba 2025

Transition 
management in 
Ghent

Waitrose Unpacked

Mapping horizons 

Individual 

Creating purpose Charting pathways 

Community

Acting together Testing ideas

Organisational

Table 4: An overview of case studies mapped against key design variables

Strategic focus

Aspect of decision-making cycle

Impact
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Carbon Ruins
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Participation

Approach
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World Without Oil
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Ten tips  
for success 

10  
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Participatory futures encompass 
many different modes of practice 
and contexts. While there is no 
exact formula for success, there is 
a body of shared experiences that 
offers important insights.  

To complement the ways of thinking about 
participatory futures we described earlier, here 
we offer ten tips to help increase the likelihood of 
success. The tips focus on participatory futures 
specifically rather than futures in general, advice 
for which can be found elsewhere, such as in 
the UK Government Office of Science’s Futures 
toolkit, Policy Horizon Canada’s Foresight Training 
Modules and Nesta’s Futures Explainer.75, 76, 77

Start with the problem you want to solve

Participatory futures can involve exciting new 
methods, such as building virtual worlds and 
harnessing collective intelligence. While we hope 
commissioners are inspired by novel approaches, 
the starting point for participatory futures 
should be the problem to be solved rather than 
the method. The decision-making section of 
this guide offers advice on which approaches 
are useful for which problems, although most 
techniques can be used for multiple challenges. 

Identify a dedicated champion 

Commissioning participatory futures requires 
time and energy, so it is important to identify a 
champion (or champions) to shoulder the overall 
responsibility for ‘producing’ the engagement. 
Giving this person or group adequate authority, 
time and resources is essential.  
 
 
 

Secure senior buy-in and make the business 
case

Even the greatest champion will struggle to 
launch and sustain a participatory futures project 
without senior buy-in. This will help the project 
to secure greater resources and receive cross-
organisational support. To obtain senior buy-in 
you often need to make the business case as 
described in the Section 5. As participatory 
futures is experiential, senior sponsors should be 
involved in at least part of the activity, even if 
they are unable to join throughout. 

Find and involve the ‘unusual suspects’ 

Involving diverse perspectives and creating 
insight from this diversity is critical to success. 
Too often people seek out others who think like 
them. For participatory futures, however, this 
leads to blind spots. When a vision of the future 
is created that unconsciously or actively excludes 
certain groups, the vision itself becomes divisive. 
Of particular importance is engaging hard-to-
each groups, such as those without access to the 
internet or rough sleepers. Participatory futures 
should also take account of the constraints on 
people’s lives, such as childcare, shift work and 
limited access to public transport. 

1 3

2 4
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Work with existing bottom-up movements

Many compelling examples of participatory 
futures are driven from the bottom-up by existing 
movements, such as Reclaim the Streets or 
Burning Man. Those wishing to commission 
participatory futures should seek to work with 
and build on this sort of work, for example by 
creating the conditions in which these activities 
might flourish or forming partnerships. 

Ensure engagement is genuine and manage 
expectations 

While we are enthusiastic about the potential of 
participatory futures, there is no single project 
or process that will solve everything. Creating 
a sense of hope about the future necessitates 
follow-through. Be clear about what comes after 
the participatory futures engagement, who is 
responsible for next steps and stages, and how it 
will or will not be used in a social change, policy 
or governmental process. 

Create shared purpose

It is easy to create a sense of purpose for 
a project in a small room of initiators, but 
this purpose may not be shared by the 
wider community and may not necessarily 
resonate. Find a way to test the purpose with 
the community, and ideally hold an open 
conversation with participants about the purpose 
of the engagement. As discussed in the Foreword, 
separate diagnosis from prescription.

Use mixed methods 

Many of the successful participatory futures case 
studies described in this guide use combinations 
of participatory futures methods. While we can 
imagine circumstances in which a single method 
would be suitable, the advantage of a range 
of approaches is that the strengths of one can 
compensate for the weaknesses of another. This 
can, however, make evaluation more challenging. 

Check along the way

Participatory futures are often complex and can 
evolve, so the overall purpose and outcomes 
of projects can shift over time. It is therefore 
essential to ‘check along the way’ and update 
not just outputs but also methods and means of 
evaluating impact. 

Sustain momentum and evaluate 

Participatory futures can create great 
experiences, a renewed sense of possibility, 
agency, hope, and clarity of strategy. It is 
important for the project to offer people avenues 
for taking next steps and for the work to be 
evaluated. This can be done with dedicated 
resourcing that will coordinate and support 
these next steps, or a more open call to action 
for people to take greater ownership and 
accountability. 

5 8
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Our call to  
action

11  
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Overcoming the complex challenges we face to create 
positive futures for people and planet won’t happen unless we 
democratise futures thinking. Participatory futures provide one 
means to do so. To create better futures and unblock decision 
making we call for the following actions to stimulate demand 
for, and support to, participatory futures in three areas:

Funding 

Publicly funded mission-oriented research to 
be informed by participatory futures exercises 
to help give the public a say in how missions 
are chosen. In the UK, the Industrial Strategy 
Challenge Fund is the main means of funding 
mission-oriented research, where money is 
directed towards achieving specific societal 
challenges. Nesta and others have called for the 
public to have more of a say in how missions are 
chosen and for government to identify better 
ways to align missions with public priorities.78, 79, 80 

Participatory futures activities should be used to 
help generate a more holistic set of priorities. 

Voluntary sector funders, public bodies and 
private philanthropists to develop a programme 
of support, experimentation and evaluation 
for participatory futures exercises. To build 
momentum in this field quickly, Nesta will 
convene a roundtable of senior leaders from 
potential funders of participatory futures from 
the public and third sectors to explore how 
funders can collaborate to develop a programme 
of activity and support for the field. This could 
include support to three vanguard regional or 

local authorities to to engage citizens around 
pressing long-term challenges. 

The Shared Prosperity Fund to support 
experiments with and evaluation of participatory 
futures. The Government has proposed the 
Shared Prosperity Fund to reduce inequalities 
between communities as a replacement for 
European structural funds after the UK leaves 
the EU. To ensure the investments made by this 
fund are shaped by citizens, experiments with 
and evaluation of participatory futures should be 
integrated into the initiatives funded through this 
mechanism. 

Devolve decision-making on R&D investment, 
and ensure participatory futures approaches 
give local people a say on priorities. Nesta 
recently called for control over 25 per cent of 
public R&D funding to be given to the nations, 
regions and local places of the UK to trigger 
a revolution in R&D beyond the South East.81 
Participatory futures offer a way of helping 
to ensure that this investment reflects the 
aspirations and values of local citizens. 
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Strategy

Practice

The UK Government should introduce 
legislation on future generations that includes 
a requirement on government departments 
to use participatory futures approaches 
to inform decision-making and strategies. 
In 2015, the Welsh Government adopted 
groundbreaking legislation on the wellbeing of 
future generations.82 Calls for similar legislation 
to be enacted across the UK have also recently 
been made.83 To ensure that citizens have the 
opportunity to help shape our futures, any 
legislation of this nature should require local 
and central government to include participatory 
futures in their decision-making and strategies. 
Additional funding should be made available 
from central government to enable local 
authorities to do this well. 

The European Union should adopt participatory 
futures approaches as part of the incoming 
president’s programme to give citizens a 
voice in reshaping the future of Europe and 
European democracy. The President-Elect of 
the European Commission has announced plans 
for a Conference on the Future of Europe to 
consider European democracy. This programme 
of work will start in 2020, run for two years 
and bring together citizens, civil society and 
European institutions.84 We call on the European 
Commission to use and test a wide variety of 
participatory futures approaches to enable the 
fullest contribution of citizens to this process.  
 
 

Participatory futures, as well as other public 
engagement and futures approaches, to 
be part of the Civil Service Competency 
Framework and equivalent frameworks for 
local government and charities. Officials in the 
public sector and charities need to be able to 
understand, commission, evaluate and apply 
insights from participatory futures, so these sorts 
of skills should be built into their competency 
frameworks. The exact competency should 
be tailored to the role and circumstance, and 
learning and development programmes should 
be created for officials. 

The Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy, the UK Regulators Network 
and the National Infrastructure Commission, 
to work with all regulators to develop a wider 
participatory futures and public engagement 
programme that could support future regulatory 
decisions and action. These activities would 
support a shift towards an ‘anticipatory’ 
approach to regulation.85 Regulators increasingly 
have to make difficult, values-based decisions 
in the face of new challenges from emerging 
technologies and shifting industries. Participatory 
futures activities, along with other public 
engagement methods, would help fill the 
democratic deficit regulators often struggle with. 
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